Call to Order: Chair Ray Wilson called the meeting to order at 8:07 a.m.

Announcements:
- Quorum
- Why isn’t mental health funded more.
  - In the fall a process of money was made available for evidence based proposals
    - Marion County wrote ten proposals receiving 7-8 of them
    - We will be offering more services with the “new” money
    - Possible Substance Abuse grant
    - Housing grant-Rental Assistance Program, will be a part of mental health services

Approval of Meeting Minutes:
- Approved

Presentation:
- Oregon Prescription Drug Monitoring Program
  - Began in 2009. 1 ½ years later and changes are being made
  - Annual report
    - Every prescriber has to pay $25/year
    - Pharmacists have seven days to download
  - Prescription drug overdose is on the rise in emergency rooms
  - Physicians are the primary users of PDMP
Pharmacists have a corresponding liability
- Have to verify with the doctor
- Walgreens was fined 80 million dollar fine for not making sure they are filling a valid prescription
Patients can access the report
- It shows who has accessed the report
Undercover test was conducted
- “patients” went into pharmacies and all received the same drugs
PDMP
- Completely voluntary with DEA
- Pharmacists and doctors can now have faith
- Aids in the identification of Doctor Shoppers
- Checks diagnosis
- Have to send photocopy of prescription to DEA if rejected
- Great for public education
- Telling youth about the drug-its uses and how it can kill you
- Not a central enforcement program
- Doesn’t list the diagnosis
- Lists what type of doctor prescribed the drug. I.E. dentist, surgeon
- In overdoses, the dosage will be known because it was prescribed by one doctor
In 2013
- As of January 2014, a nurse can run PDMP as a delegate
- Prescribers can call to find out what they have prescribed
Available Identified Data
- 3.2 million opiate prescriptions last year
- Of the 3.2 million just under 3 million were hydrocodan and oxycodan
DEA
- Also looking at Doctors
  - They are asked many questions regarding the prescription
  - Ask why you didn’t look to see who else prescribed it
  - Wants everyone to electronically prescribe
    - Outside agency has to be secure
    - Doctor is authenticated, the pharmacist is authenticated
    - Know it can’t be sent from anywhere
    - Shows it is secure
Naturopath board can ask to see what naturopath prescribed
Both the DEA and Police need a warrant
Currently 38 states open
- 7-8 other states have PDMP but can’t afford to fund it
Patients sometimes go across the state boarder to fill their prescription. In the past you could not look at reports out of state. As of January 2014, you can request the PDMP report for out of state.

Impact
- Good outcomes
- Hydrocodone will probably become a C2 drug meaning it has higher restriction
- NY made Hydrocodone a C2 and uses PDMP. They have seen in drop in Hydrocodone getting out into to community

C1: no medical purpose
C2: no refill, can’t call in, must have ID

As a prescription, Heroine, is harder to get now
- Will this push people to go out into the community to get it

Catching Rings-things to look for
- Large doses especially on Fridays and Saturdays
- Fake papers (all the information is accurate except for the phone number which goes to a disposable phone)
- Paying cash

Discussion & Decision:

Medical Marijuana dispensaries in Marion County
- Marion County passed a resolution to ban dispensaries
  - BHO
    - Butane, honey, and oil
    - Often called the “crack cocaine of marijuana”
    - 75-100% more potent than the street version of THC
- Teens in Colorado and Washington Survey
  - Find there to be a drop in the perception of harm
  - Linked to legalization of marijuana
- “Got Ethics” handout
  - If you are federally funded and you allow any marijuana usage, your funding can be taken away

- Vermont Governor’s approach to opioids article
  - Taking a very proactive means of dealing with opioid use in their state
  - More information in hand out and at March meeting

How should Marion County regulate marijuana dispensaries
- Do we support tight regulation?
- Are we more liberal
  - Get most current resolution
  - Resolution adopted became more regulated as it worked through legislation. Possible reason why commissioner is looking to regulate rather than ban
  - Would like to have providers come in to share views on marijuana dispensing
  - We will discuss this further in March meeting
Discussion & Decision:

Applications for Vacancies
- Dana Klies-prospective member could not be here. Decision to recommend will wait until March meeting
- Dennis Gavin, Marion County Parole and Probation Program Coordinator
  - Focus for the last six months has been the SOAR program
  - LADPC has agreed to recommend Dennis to the board of commissioners to sit on LADPC

Discussion:

Senior Forum
- WOU has a gerontology program
  - Looking to have them sponsor the Senior Forum
  - If they do they will be the second university in the nation to host a Senior Forum
  - Keizer City Hall has been canceled

Discussion:

Current Drug Trends
  - Gold standard drug
  - Is being abused
  - Visit website for further information
- Phillip Seymour Hoffman
  - Overdosed on Heroine at the age of 46
  - Had been clean and sober for 22 years
  - Heroine wasn’t the initial return, it was alcohol
- Mixing Heroine and Fentanyl
  - Fentanyl is 100 times more powerful than morphine
  - This is a deadly combination
  - Most people who get it don’t know they are getting it
- 25i
  - Started in Clark Co and is moving down

Discussion:

CCO Update
- Main Coordinated Care Organizations in Marion and Polk counties run into lack of consistency in the provider system
- The CCO sees the money that comes down for treatment. The amount of money is related to the number of clients in treatment
- CCO is pushing to create a more uniform provider system
- Polk County has removed support of mental health provider and do more themselves billing clinics. This hasn’t served us very well as a region under the new model
- The two Board of Commissioners from Marion and Polk Counties coming together to figure out how they can bring things together
Update and decision from Board meeting will be shared next month

- Mid Valley Behavioral Care Network
  - They have convened and managed the contract on the Alcohol and Drug side through the Systems Management Group
  - Four counties still own the MVBCN
  - Figuring out how to operate a two county piece of that is a complex process
- 45% increase of new enrollments in January
  - Clients who haven’t had coverage get assigned to PCP
  - Affecting PCPs heavily
  - When clients received Oregon Health Coverage they took it to ERs. They are being directed to PCPs

Discussion:

- HAB
  - Drinking water quality in Marion County—presentation from Environmental Health
  - Health Advisory Board aiding in structuring looking for members who can serve in both capacities
  - DD is going through significant changes
    - New Services-Medicaid waivered K-Plan
    - Finding the right treatment approach for individuals who have intellectual disabilities. Some may still have drug and alcohol abuse issues.
    - Money follows the person program with the K-Plan to maintain how much we have as we build/retain
    - Moving those in institution into community

Agenda items for March 2014 LADPC Meeting:

- Debate on THC-Cary to do a presentation
- Review Dana’s application
- CCO
- Senior Forum
- HAB

Chair Ray Wilson adjourned the meeting at 9:26 a.m.

Next meeting: March 27, 2014
*Meeting will continue to be at Beverly-building I Suite 16
Minutes by: KaLyn Franchini